How to keep your PowerUnit fit and well

The PowerUnit is the new rechargeable lithium-ion battery from Brain Products. With an increased capacity and low self-discharge rate, it allows you significantly longer recording times and keeps its charge for a longer time in storage. The new PowerUnit is the standard battery for actiCHamp Plus, but it is also compatible with the actiCHamp.

Caring for your PowerUnit will ensure a reliable and long-lasting power source for your recordings. Be sure to follow some easy maintenance considerations to keep your PowerUnit fit and well:

1) Between scheduled recordings (within hours or days) the charger can stay connected to the battery.

2) If PowerUnit is not used for an extended period of time (weeks and months), disconnect the charger when the battery is fully charged.

3) To avoid deep discharge, fully recharge PowerUnit every four months.

4) During charging, operation and storage, keep the PowerUnit within a recommended temperature range of 10 °C to 30 °C (50 °F to 86 °F).

5) After use, disconnect PowerUnit from actiCHamp or actiCHamp Plus.

6) Only use the charger provided by Brain Products.